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The “sharing economy” now enables us to access all manner of things we might need through connecting with others online. In this season that might have included sourcing turkey from a local farm, a chauffeured car to collect the relatives, a week at a stranger’s flat somewhere warm, a few hours with an industrial-strength food mixer and a range of other physical and intellectual goods.

Some of these services may be offered without payment, but many are old business models in new forms, brokered or managed across online systems that help match people up for efficient use and allocation of resources. Given that much of this activity involves hiring, renting and even buying, many of us have distanced ourselves from the term sharing for describing these emerging practices of networked resource management. For instance, the “collaborative economy” and “peer-to-peer exchange” are both popular alternatives.

What is new in these networks is that people with a common goal can easily find each other and the resources they seek and thus meet their needs in new ways. A novel quality is that it is possible to do things at a remove. The trust we place in letting others into our lives no longer revolves round mutual acquaintance but can be forged through validation tools, using networked financial identification systems. Payment can be made through the same network.

We can turn unused rooms and car seats into profit. And brokering these transactions across the internet allows them to scale quickly, making for a new class of technology-dependent business. All
these functions are features, not of sharing per se, but of using networks to connect up people and things.

Applying the idea of “sharing” to commercial services feels wrong. The related question is: why is it in the interests of commercial services to use this idea at all?

In interviews with people setting up platforms (both digital, such as a shared gift-buying service, and physical, like a community garden), sharing was underpinned by cooperative principles. There was a strong emphasis on the social value and doing things together. These are some examples of people’s thoughts:

I view it as me having shared my skills and my time for no financial payment, but in return for having an interesting neighbourhood ... it’s about exchange for things other than cash.

The value of sharing is people connecting. It goes beyond: ‘I’ve got a spare drill, you can use that’. In sharing my drill with you, I’m connecting with you and if I’m connecting with you, I’ve got potentially a sense of identity with a community of people or a neighbourhood.

Sharing space, tools, time and skills is crucially built on less tangible sharing of care, responsibility, vision, values and – certainly – trust. In these accounts, sharing is linked to what makes life worth living.

And who wouldn’t want that in their marketing?

**When sharing’s lucrative**

The neologism “share-washing” has been coined to deal with businesses that capitalise on our emotional attachment to the idea of sharing. The cynical use of community values to sell paid-for services is all around us.

Look at the labour exchange service Taskrabbit. The site description starts with a personal experience: a night in Boston in 2008 when owner Leah Busque realised she was out of dog food and didn’t have time to buy it herself before a dinner date with her husband. She dreams of a neighbour, already at the shop, helping out. The rhetoric is of neighbourliness and care: “It’s an old-school concept – neighbours helping neighbours – reimagined for today.”
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The site enables someone seeking help to find a local person looking for work and employ them at the lowest possible rate. A nice interface and weakly regulated market economics make it painless for people to exploit someone more economically vulnerable. Taskrabbit conducts identity checks, criminal record checks, an interview and training session. This is clearly no longer coordinating tasks with your neighbours to help each other – despite the rhetoric of the founding narrative. And Busque takes 20% of every interaction through the site, supported by US$40m of venture capital.

So, despite enthusiasm for the idea of efficient resource use, many people remain unhappy that digital services from the free Couchsurfing to the paid-for AirBnB; from online investing platforms to help for refugees are being lumped together.

Maybe 2016 will see commercial services get their own term for the networked platforms that are enabling new forms of transaction. In the meantime, can we have our word back, before we forget what it used to mean?
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